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CAD MODEL – BOGIE ASSEMBLY



INTRODUCTION

The bogies represent complex systems 

that include frames and wheel sets that can have 

independent motions. 

The wheel sets, which can rotate freely 

about their own axes, are connected to the frame 

using primary suspensions, while the frame is 

connected to the bolster using a pin joint, and the 

bolster is connected to the car body using the 

secondary suspensions.

Bogie



LONGITUDINAL ANALYSIS

A train on uphill, level, and downhill tracks and draft (tension) and buff 

(compression) regions along the train length



WHY LONGITUDINAL DYNAMICS ???

 The problems caused by longitudinal forces 

include broken draft gears, generally caused by 

excessive longitudinal draft forces. 

 These are problems of cars being pulled off the 

inside of curves. 

 In addition, levels of wear and fatigue involving 

broken components can be attributed to certain 

levels of longitudinal load.



TRAIN COMPONENTS - COUPLER

The coupler is the longitudinal element that connects 

adjacent vehicles. 

When couplers connect two vehicles, a solid 

connection is not formed, but instead the couplers act 

as a dead-band spring in which the width denotes the 

coupler slack. 

Coupler slack is required so that the locomotive(s) can 

start a train easily. 

During braking, coupler slack develops run-in forces, 

which can be large enough to cause train derailments. 

Coupler



TRAIN COMPONENTS - DRAFT GEARS

 Draft gears absorb longitudinal shocks during 

train operations. These devices are generally 

located on each car in series with the car 

underframe to transmit the coupler forces. 

Draft Gears



CHARACTERISTICS OF DRAFT GEAR



TRAIN COMPONENTS - CUSHIONING DEVICES

 Cushioning devices, like draft gears, absorb 

longitudinal shocks during train operations. 

These devices replace the draft gears in the 

vehicles.

Cushioning Devices



CREEP

 Wave action or wave theory:-

As train is passing under the rolling wheel, the portion under rolling wheel is 
compressed and depressed slightly due to wheel loads. As wheel moves, this depression 
also moves and the portion which is under depression previously comes back to its 
original position. This produces wave action which causes creep in forward direction.

 Percussion theory:-

This type of rail creep occurs mainly due to impact of wheel. In this type, 
when wheel pass over joint, the trailing rail depresses down and wheel gives impact to 
the end of facing rail which results in creep.

 Accelerating or starting of a train:-

At time of acceleration, wheel gives backward thrust which causes creep.

 De-accelerating or stopping of train, due to application of breaks:-

If sudden stopping takes place, breaking effect tends to push the rail forward 
and thus causes creep in forward direction.

 Alignment of track:-

Creep is more on curved portion than straight portion.





THREE MASS TRAIN

LocomotiveWagon 1Wagon 2



MATHEMATICAL MODEL

 For the lead vehicle:

 For the ith vehicle: 

 For the nth or last vehicle:



MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR THREE MASS

TRAIN

Resistance force Fr 

Equations of motion in global coordinate system

Fpr = Propulsion resistance

Fcr = Curving resistance

Fb = Braking resistance



SIMULINK MODEL

Locomotive

Wagon 1

Wagon 2



RESULTS

Velocity v/s time



RESULTS (CONTD.)

Absolute displacement v/s time Relative displacement v/s time



RESULTS (CONTD.)

Coupler forces
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LATERAL STABILITY

Mathematical model

𝑓11 , 𝑓12, 𝑓33, 𝑓22 are linear creep coefficients

V – Axle speed

𝑊𝑎- Axle load

Ψ – Yaw
𝐹𝑠𝑦 - E𝑥𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑛𝑎𝑙 𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒

𝑀𝑠𝑧 - External yaw moment

λ – Conicity angle
a - Half of the distance between contact points on two rails

Wheel set hunting motion



SIMULINK MODEL

Initial displacement model



RESULTS

Lateral displacement v/s 

time
Yaw v/s time



INITIAL FORCE MODEL

Simulink model



RESULTS

Lateral displacement v/s 

time
Yaw v/s time



RAIL WHEEL CONTACT GEOMETRY

Wheel rail contact geometry Right wheel rail geometry



RAIL WHEEL CONTACT GEOMETRY ANALYSIS

Rwy the rolling radius of the wheel

Rwx the local radius of the wheel profile in lateral direction

Rrx the local radius of the rail profile in lateral direction.

Penetration depth

Hertzian theory



CONTACT GEOMETRY



RESULTS VALIDATION ON RAIL WHEEL

CONTACT GEOMETRY



RESULTS VALIDATION ON RAIL WHEEL

CONTACT GEOMETRY



CONCLUSION

 Longitudinal dynamics analysis has been done to 

determine the coupler forces and longitudinal 

motion of a train in over-the-rail operations.

 The lateral analysis was done to ensure that our 

model won’t become unstable on the track as our 

linear wheelset velocity increases due to increased  

lateral oscillations.



FUTURE SCOPE

 For Longitudinal dynamics we can further consider the

coupling of lateral and vertical dynamics affecting the

longitudinal motion.

 In lateral dynamics we can consider the influence

conformity on wheel rail rolling contact mechanics to

predict the actual contact area, which can then be used in

modified Kalker theory to predict creep forces.
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